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ELECTRICAL POWER L"TILISATIO\

fTime : 3 hours

. (Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

S4aximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. List different modes of heat transfer.

2. State Faraday's laws of electrolysis.

3. Define Crest speed.

4. I-ist advantages of Regenerative braking.

5. Select the motor suitable for paper mills. (5x2: 10)

PAKT - B

(Marimum marks : 30)

il Answer ury fve of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

i. Explain the working of :

(a) Direct arc fumace (b) Indirect arc furnace.

2. Describe the process of Butt welding.

3. Explain electolysis

4. What is a multi motor drive ? List advantages of multi motor drive.

5. With the heip of neat sketch explain the Speed - Time curve for a main

line service.

6. Dbfine specific enerry consumption. List factors atrecting specific enerry

consumption.

7. Describe plugging of DC ffaction motor. (5x6: 30)
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PART "- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

Marks

ry

[,rvl -- I

ru (a) What are the advantages and applications of electric heating ? 7

(b) With the help of neal sketch explain the working of direct core tlpe induction
fumace. 8

On

(a) Explain the principle of high frequency eddy current heating.

(b) With neat diagram explain spot weiding process.

l;xr-r - II

(a) Explain factors goveming the selection of motors.

(b) What is an individual drive ? List advantages of individual drive.

On

(a) Compare goup drive and individual drive.

(b) List advantages and disadvantages of electic drives.

[,rrrr - III

(a) A schedule speed of 45 km/h is required between two stops 1.5 km apart.

Find the maximum speed over the run, if the stop is of 20s duration. The
values of acceleration and retardation ue 2.4 km/h/s and 3.2 kmA/s respectively.

Assume simplified trapezoidal speed-time curve.

(b) List advantages of electric traction.

On

(a) An electric train has an average speed of 42k{nth on a level track between
stops 1400m apart. It is accelerated at l.7kmlVs and braked at 3.3 km/h/s.
Draw the speed-time curv'e fol the train, indicating values of maximum speed,

acceleration. free running and braking periods.

(b) Describe different systems of traction.

Urn' *-- IV

(a) Explain the series - parallel control of traction motors.

(b) Describe the dynamic braking of DC shunt motors.

On

(a) Describe suitability of DC series motor fbr traction purpose.

(b) Explain thc dynamic hraking of DC series motors.
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